ABSTRACT The world of system of systems engineering (SoSE), and consequently systems engineering, is currently being reformalized so as to provide greater functionality, integration, and extensibility into designed systems of systems (SoS). Graph theory and big data techniques are in position to play substantial roles in this reformalization, and hence, this paper fills a significant need by bringing together all known current applications of graph theory to SoSE in tutorial/summary form. In this paper, we explore the applications of graph theory and known graph algorithms for system design (and SoS design), optimization techniques, complexity measures, and novel graph algorithms for real-time deployment of SoS's and managing SoS design. The work is straightforward with several examples, and is meant to be a standalone document that can be used to quickly come up to speed regarding the applications of graph theory in SoSE.
I. INTRODUCTION
System of systems engineering (SoSE) is currently undergoing a bit of a revolution so as to provide systems of systems (SoS) that are more robust, adaptable, extensible, etc. Key aspects of this revolution are modeling and simulation in big data environments, and some of these techniques rely on graph theoretical interpretations of the systems themselves as well as entities involved in designing, building, and deploying systems within the SoS framework. Although the application of graph theory to the SoS environment is not new (see [1] - [3] ), theorems and algorithms beyond those used to this point can still be leveraged for enhancing the design, implementation, and policy environments when working with SoS.
In this paper, we outline several challenges in SoSE, and propose graph theoretical tools and constructs for addressing some of these issues. We discuss graph theoretical algorithms, as well as graph representations to aid the policy and planning side of complex SoS design. The paper provides both an outline of existing literature, as well as proposals of new ways for thinking about SoSE using a graph-based approach. Thus, the intent is that this work will cover all current concepts of graph theory used for SoSE in addition to some novel contributions by the author.
The techniques and results presented in this paper may aid in the development of a new theory of SoSE. That is, graph theory provides a suite of tools that are likely to aid in the establishment of general theorems and axioms that may reform the foundations of SoSE, bringing with it greater rigor and completeness.
A. BACKGROUND
At this current time, SoSE lacks robust procedures for designing, testing, and modifying SoS designs prior to a large investment for building prototypes, etc. Oftentimes, gaps in the design are only noticed after considerable resources have already been allocated and spent. In times like these, designers may wish to abandon portions of the initial design, but due to the large investment already made, they tend to continue with the suboptimal approach [3] . This ad hoc design technique tends to cause final designs to come in behind schedule, over budget, and substandard in their performance. Clearly, a paradigm shift is required if we are to fix this problem.
Some of the current needs in SoSE are: the capability to accurately model entities and their interactions, a way to construct and test different mission environments and mission threads for operability, a methodology for thorough testing of a SoS early in the design phase, a set of tools that can insure the reliability of test results prior to actually building systems and integrating them into a SoS, and protocols and techniques for taking discovered optimal designs from testing through to final SoS implementation (which necessitates getting the right stakeholders, policy makers, engineers, etc. involved at the right stages in the design process). In other words, we want SoS designs that: are highly extensible, can be integrated according to dynamic connectivity of systems, exhibit minimal complexity required to deploy successful missions, and we want to do it all while reducing the risk of failure across a very complex domain.
B. A POSSIBLE SOLUTION
Garrett and others [1] - [3] have proposed a robust environment for the initial design and substantial testing of designs using a graph theoretical framework in tandem with big data simulation techniques. It is hoped that such an approach can lead to necessary design changes upfront prior to the expenditure of substantial resources. To accomplish this, much of the testing of SoS designs would occur in a virtual framework. Such a system will require data rich simulation environments, which above all must include extremely accurate and cohesive models for both the systems and subsystems in a SoS as well as the interactions between these systems. In order to gain the extensibility required in SoS designs, graph databases may provide an indispensable resource [4] , [5] . They may also lead to enhanced capabilities in a SoS with dynamic connectivity. Graphs certainly allow us to think of adding vertices and edges while deleting other ones, and are therefore likely to be a key element in solving these problems.
It has been noted by Johnson in [6] that in addition to all that graph theory can offer, it will also be necessary to define the underlying physics of each SoS early in the design phase, with requirements at a state-variable level so as to properly merge system designs into an overall optimal SoS. If physics-based models can be incorporated, perhaps in a graph-based meta-model, then there may exist analysis techniques that can shortcut much of the simulation requirements, and in fact reduce the variability in the testing results so as to provide greater reliability in the design phase. This paper highlights some of the graph theoretical techniques that may yet be leveraged if we can provide the type of environment indicated as necessary by Garrett and Johnson for reliable and robust SoSE.
C. DEFINITIONS
Since much of this paper is concerned with graph theoretical ideas, it makes sense to establish some common definitions upfront. We will use the notation set forth in [7] , which is commonly considered the best comprehensive text on graph theory. Readers familiar with the basic definitions of graph theory may choose to skip this section or refer to it as a reference.
Throughout this work, G = (V , E) denotes a graph with vertex set V (G) (or simply V ) and edge set E(G) ⊆ [V ] 2 (or simply E).
Vertices of a graph are also commonly called nodes and are represented by dots or small circles in pictorial representations of graphs. An edge of a graph is denoted by two vertices, e.g., v i v j , indicating that the edge links the two vertices. Edges are typically represented pictorially as either straight or curved lines connecting the dots associated with the correct vertices. It is also commonly said that vertices that share an edge are adjacent or neighbors. An edge that connects two vertices is said to be incident to each of the two vertices. Edges that meet at a specific vertex are also said to be adjacent.
Definition 1: Simple graphs or simply graphs are graphs where no directions are indicated on the edges, each edge is unique (no parallel edges), and the two ends of each edge connect different vertices (no loops).
Definition 2: Multigraphs are graphs that can contain more than one edge between the same two vertices (parallel edges) and edges that connect a vertex to itself (loops).
Definition 3:
The neighborhood of a subset of vertices U is denoted N (U ), and is comprised of all vertices in G\U that are adjacent to at least one vertex in U .
Note that the notation G\U is read ''G delete U ,'' and is the complement of U in V (G) along with all edges where both ends are in the complement of U . One can also discount edge sets from a graph with the same notation. To be clear, when a vertex set U is deleted from a graph, so are the edges incident to all the vertices in U .
Definition 4:
The degree of a vertex v is written d (v) and is the number of edges at the vertex v. The degree distribution of a graph from the vertex perspective is a collection of probabilities p i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , max v d (v) , where p i is the probability that a randomly chosen vertex from the graph has degree i. This can be calculated from the edge perspective as well so that p i is the probability that a randomly chosen edge is incident to a vertex of degree i, but this really only makes sense for partitioned graphs (such as bipartite) where you can consider distributions on each of the partitions of the graph and edges cannot link vertices of the same partition.
Definition 5: A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertex set V (G) is comprised of bipartitions A and B, such that the intersection of A and B is the empty set, and the union of A and B is V (G). The edge set of a bipartite graph is comprised only of edges with one end in A and the other in B.
Definition 6: An edge set is said to be independent if no two edges in the set share a vertex. An independent edge set M is also called a matching. A matching is said to be maximum if there is no matching in G with a greater number of edges. Let S ⊆ V (G). We say an independent set of edges M is a matching of S if every vertex in S is incident to an edge in M , and every edge in M is incident to a vertex in S.
Definition 7: A subgraph G of G, which can be written G ⊆ G, is a graph such that every edge and vertex in G is also in G. VOLUME 4, 2016 Definition 8: Let U ⊆ V be a subset of the vertex set of G. Then the induced subgraph G = G[U ] is comprised of the vertices in U and exactly those edges from G such that have both ends in U .
Definition 9: A walk on a graph is an alternating ordered list of vertices and edges such that edges listed next to vertices are incident edges to those vertices. The length of the walk is the number of edges in the list. If the walk ends where it started, then it is closed.
Definition 10: A path in a graph G is a subgraph of G usually denoted as P, such that V (P) = {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k } and E(P) = {x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 , . . . , x k−1 x k }, where each of x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k are distinct vertices in G. The vertices x 0 and x k are said to be the ends of P. The length of the path is the number of edges in the path, and a shorthand notation for representing paths is an ordered listing of the vertices, e.g. P = x 0 x 1 . . . x k . A walk is, therefore, a path if no vertices are repeated in the walk.
Definition 11: A cycle in G is denoted C and is comprised of a path P and an edge connecting the ends of the path P. The length of the cycle is the number of edges in the cycle, and the same shorthand notation for paths can be used to indicate a cycle as follows,
Definition 12: Oftentimes, we will want to consider an orientation of G in our study of SoSE. This indicates that the edges of G define a directional relationship between the vertices connected by each edge, where the direction is indicated by an arrow.
Definition 13: A directed graph or digraph is simply a graph or multigraph with an orientation.
Definition 14: For a directed graph, one can still talk about the degree of a vertex v as the number of incident edges to v, but one can also talk about the in-degree of v as the number of edges directed towards v (with the arrowhead of the directed edge at v), and the out-degree of v as the number of edges directed away from the vertex. A loop at v contributes to both the in-degree and the out-degree. One can further define degree distributions based on in-degree or out-degree if desired.
Definition 15: A graph is said to be connected if every pair of two vertices in V (G) are linked by a path in G. If a graph is disconnected, then its maximal connected subgraphs are called the connected components of G.
Definition 16: If a directed graph does not have a cycle, we call it a directed acyclic graph or DAG. If an undirected graph does not have a cycle, we call it a tree if it is connected, or a forest otherwise. A spanning tree is a subgraph with no cycles that connects all vertices of the original graph.
Definition 17: A directed graph is strongly connected if there exist paths connecting every two vertices in V (G) in both directions. That is, there exists a path from v i to v j and there also exists a path from v j to v i . The maximal strongly connected subgraphs of G are called the strongly connected components.
Definition 18:
A complete graph is a graph where every pair of edges is connected, and the complete graph on n vertices is often denoted K n .
Definition 19:
A clique is a subset of vertices in a graph, such that every pair of vertices within the subset are neighbors.
Definition 20: A network is a multigraph G with source node s and sink node t defined as two explicit vertices of the graph and a mapping c from the edge set to the natural numbers, where the particular value of c for a specific edge is termed its capacity. A network is then the tuple N : (G, s, t, c).
Definition 21: A cut is any bipartition of vertices in a network so that the source and sink are in separate partitions. The value of the cut is the sum of the capacities on the edges that start in the partition of the source, and end in the partition of the sink (edges directed in the opposite direction are ignored for calculating the capacity of a cut).
Definition 22: A mapping f in a network N from the edge set to the real numbers is called a flow if all the following conditions hold: (1) the value of f in one direction over an edge e is equal to the negative value of f over e in the opposite direction, (2) the sum of f over all edges incident to a vertex v is equal to 0 for every v ∈ V \{s, t}, (3) the value of f is less than or equal to the capacity c for every edge in N .
Definition 23: The adjacency matrix of a graph G is denoted A, and the entry a i,j is equal to the number of edges in G that start in vertex i and end in vertex j. For undirected graphs, A will be symmetric about its main diagonal since each edge is bidirectional. Unless the graph is a multigraph, A will be binary.
Definition 24:
A hypergraph is a graph with a vertex set V (G) and an edge set E(G), where the edges are nonempty subsets of V (G) of any size. Thus, we can think of a single edge connecting any number of vertices. While this may be difficult to picture, it does not mean that it is not useful in grouping entities, objects, characteristics, etc.
Although this section is a long list of definitions, each of these ideas is useful for developing the theory of SoSE, as will be explained in the following sections.
D. OUTLINE OF THE REMAINING SECTIONS
In Section II, we provide an analysis of throughput in a SoS that can be completed simply using a graph-theoretical theorem call max-flow min-cut. We also outline an algorithm for finding a maximum flow in a network. The section is a good example of the techniques that will be discussed throughout the paper. Section III is devoted to complexity measures over graphs, and discusses the gamut of possible techniques for analyzing the complexity of a graph-based SoS model. Metrics from computer science, information theory, biology, and chemistry are outlined with specific examples for each. The final subsection of the complexity section also provides a quick comparison of the tools presented for measuring complexity over SoS. In Section IV we will discuss the process of finding optimal solutions over SoS using linear programming, and then discuss problems with multiple objective functions. Nontrivial SoS are likely to have several conflicting objectives so that finding an optimal solution becomes much less straight forward. Section V discusses some simple techniques for real-time deployment of assets for accomplishing mission goals that involve task assignment over bipartite graphs. In Section VI, we discuss how graph representations can have a positive effect on the design phase as it relates to stakeholders and design teams. We finally briefly touch on the implications of big data and simulations over graphs in Section VII, and offer some conclusions in Section VIII. While this paper touches on most areas where graph theory can be applied in SoSE, each section can obviously be expanded in future work related to this area. FIGURE 1. Example manufacturing problem for designing building and shipping widgets. C is the customer, P the prime, D the designer, S the supplier, M the manufacturer, T the test facility, and I integration.
II. THROUGHPUT IN SoSE
The first consideration of graph theory being applied to SoS research is in the area of throughput, e.g., in a manufacturing SoS as shown in Fig. 1 . This example problem models the production of ''widgets'' in a manufacturing process that consists of a series of nodes representing a customer C, prime P, the designer D, a supplier S, a manufacturer M , test T , and integration I . Our main considerations in this section are analysis of a SoS and possible alterations to a SoS to bring about a certain throughput volume. Although we consider the example problem and adaptations, it is clear that these tools can be extended to any SoS where throughput is a concern, such as telecommunications systems, specific manufacturing problems, etc. In Section IV we consider throughput as one constraint of an overall desired performance of a SoS, and discuss more complicated problems; but for now, we investigate the world of graph theory for simple tools to aid initial analysis of SoS throughput. In particular, we outline an application of the max-flow min-cut theorem from graph theory for a measure of maximum system throughput in a SoS model.
A. MAX-FLOW MIN-CUT THEOREM
Let us assume that the example problem can be reconfigured slightly to only include those pieces that are significant in terms of throughput of widgets (ignore the customer and design nodes for now). Let us further divide ''prime'' to include a source and a sink node, so that we can represent the problem as a formal network in graph theory, and let's add another supplier and two more manufacturers to make it more interesting as shown in Fig. 2 .
When working with networks in graph theory, we can think of each edge having a particular capacity as mentioned in Section I-C which should be given in the same units throughout the network. Since this example problem is concerned with producing widgets per time, we can identify each link as having a certain capacity for, e.g., widgets per day and these are labeled on each edge of the graph in the figure. It may be okay to consider an infinite capacity on an edge from prime to each of the suppliers, indicating that prime can ''order'' as many widgets as it desires. But once physical limitations enter the process, there will be finite capacities.
Recognize that for a network like this to run properly, we want to operate in accordance with a flow over the network. That is, we want widgets being moved through FIGURE 2. Modified example problem with a prime (P) split into source and sink nodes to form a graph theoretical network, two supplier nodes (S 1 and S 2 ), three manufacturer nodes (M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 ), one test node (T ), and one integration node (I). Each edge in the network is labeled with its capacity, which is given in ''widgets'' per day. the network at more or less the same rate. If we are either bottlenecking or sitting idle at any node in the network, there are ramifications that we'd rather not have to deal with. In practice this might actually mean that each site has a buffer of materials that are ready for processing, and the shipment of materials between nodes keeps the buffer reasonably full without overfilling them. In this way, we can operate according to a flow, and try to optimize performance across the SoS by attaining the maximum possible flow through the network.
We now identify an equivalence relationship that may help in solving for the maximum flow in a network using a theorem from graph theory known as the max-flow min-cut theorem, which was originally proved by Ford and Fulkerson in 1956 [8] .
Theorem 1 (Ford & Fulkerson 1956 :) The maximum flow from the source to the sink (think throughput) through a network is given by the value of the minimum cut in the network.
A detailed proof for this theorem is also given in [7] . The application of the theorem is obvious. We can consider several cuts in the modified example problem as shown in Fig. 3 as a means to identifying the maximum flow of widgets through the manufacturing network. Due to the capacities of the edges in this graph, we can identify the minimum cut of 15 by dividing the vertices geographically between T and I . This indicates to us that this network cannot possibly produce more than 15 widgets per day, unless the capacity of the edge between test and integration is increased. The value of the next smallest cut in the network tells us, however, that if we want to increase the throughput beyond 21 widgets per day, then we must also make additional modifications to raise the capacity in at least one other link in the production graph. Finding a maximum flow or a minimum cut identifies the bottlenecks in the network, which is useful information for SoS design.
This analysis gives a quick bound on performance in the network. Clearly feedback in the system, such as the edges from test back to each manufacturer, may make the actual flow of the network more complicated, but the max-flow min-cut theorem gives us a best case performance of the flow in the network as a whole by calculating a minimum cut. Sometimes it may be easier to identify the minimum cut rather than the maximum flow, and sometimes it may be simpler to solve for the maximum flow directly. One can consider searching over all possible cuts to identify the minimum cut. An algorithm for finding a maximum flow is found in the original work from 1956 [8] , and is named the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm for its inventors. There exist other algorithms as well that are more efficient, such as the Edmonds-Karp Algorithm.
This technique of finding either a maximum flow or a minimum cut in a SoS network can also provide new bounds if we are interested in hypothetical systems. For example, what happens to the maximum flow in the example problem if M 3 is removed? This could happen if the site goes offline unexpectedly, or if a system designer decides to cut costs by removing the site. The new figure without M 3 is shown as Fig. 4 .
We can now calculate the new minimum cut using the same process as before. In Fig. 5 we see that the minimum cut is still 15, meaning we can remove M 3 from the network without actually affecting the maximum flow. This technique can identify redundancies in networks, or help us design redundancies in system flow where desired.
B. ALGORITHM FOR FINDING A MAXIMUM FLOW
In this section, we outline the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm for finding a maximum flow in a network as given in [7] and [8] . We will work through an example shown in Fig. 6 . This figure clearly shows an initial stage labeled 'Stage 0' followed by four stages with a colored path through the graph for each stage. The colored paths are called flow augmenting paths because each one allows us to increase the overall flow from source node s to sink node t until we find the maximum possible flow. Since there could be many possible configurations that achieve the maximum flow in a network, the solution for the exact flow over each edge is not unique, but the algorithm will always identify the unique value of the maximum flow (and hence, minimum cut) from source to sink.
To initiate the algorithm, each edge should be labeled with its capacity as is shown in Stage 0 of Fig. 6 . Then using a depth-first search technique, an augmenting path is found such that flows along individual edges can be altered to increase the overall flow from s to t. The maximum possible increase in flow along the path is chosen, and the flow is indicated to the left of the capacity. Flows along edges can only be altered if they remain no less than zero and no greater than the capacity, and the flow coming into any vertex must be equal to the flow leaving the vertex unless it is the source s or the sink t. The process of finding a flow augmenting path is repeated until no further augmenting paths exist. At this point, we have found the value of a maximum flow, and by equivalence, the value of a minimum cut.
Consider the augmenting paths for Stages 1 through 4 in Fig. 6 . Notice that the depth-first search branches upward when presented with a choice, and always selects forward edges before backward edges in the search process. The path found at Stage 3 is particularly instructive, because the path moves backward over one edge in the network to find a greater overall flow than that found in Stage 2. This is possible because the backward path only requires ''pushing back'' four units of flow to the previous vertex in the graph so that another edge can be more fully utilized. When searching through all possible augmenting paths, one should therefore be careful to always consider traversing edges in the reverse direction if the flow of the edge is greater than zero. If the current forward flow through an edge is zero, then it is not possible to push back any flow to a previous vertex. Similarly, if the forward flow through an edge is already at the capacity for that edge, an augmenting path cannot be found moving forward through that edge. In this way, we will know when we are out of options for further augmenting paths. Paths never need to be reconsidered either. As we search through all possible paths, we will locate augmenting paths that use previously unused resources until there are no possible increases to the network flow.
Notice at the end of Stage 4 in Fig. 6 , that the total flow through the network is 16. This can be observed by summing the flow out of s or into t. The net flow at any other vertex should be zero by definition, and we see that it is because the flow in is equal to the flow out. We can also identify the location of a minimum cut by noticing which edges have flows equal to their capacities. The minimum cut for this example separates the two bottom left vertices from the rest of the graph as indicated by the dashed line in the Stage 4 figure, and sure enough, all edges in the cut are at full capacity.
C. SUMMARY
In summary, max-flow min-cut is just one tool that can be utilized in the design stage of a system (or SoS), and it identifies upper bounds on performance for anything that can be modeled with capacities in a network, e.g., throughput in a manufacturing process or transmitted data in a communications network. Certainly this applies to the example problem, and may be applicable to several other SoS. This tool can perform the following tasks:
• identify the maximum flow (or throughput) through the network,
• identify bottlenecks and potential locations for increased investment (by identifying the minimum cut),
• supply a realistic understanding of how the overall network will respond if a subsystem is improved (capacity increased) or a new piece is added to the process (e.g., adding another testing facility in the example problem),
• spot (or design for) redundancies in the network,
• perform ''what if'' analyses assuming certain systems go offline, or are cut from the process. Since there exist efficient algorithms for identifying a maximum flow in a network, this can likely be done without the use of big data simulation techniques for a single SoS, or using big data simulations, we can investigate an extensive space of possible SoS designs.
III. COMPLEXITY MEASURES FOR SoSE
Complexity theory is, in and of itself, complex. The main reasons are that complexity comes into play in systems across several fields of study. Many of these fields have gone on to identify complexity measures, and most of them are rooted in graph theory, although without any unifying graph theory backgrounds across the fields. The result is a cornucopia of complexity contributions with varying nomenclatures and techniques. Although we will draw from computer science [9] - [12] , information theory [13] , and biology/chemistry [14] , we will use the nomenclature discussed in Section I-C which is consistent with Diestel [7] , and hence, modern graph theory.
Graph theoretical techniques can be used to quickly and simply evaluate the complexity of individual systems and an overall SoS architecture. Some such techniques have traditionally been used to estimate the complexity of software source code by mapping lines of code to a program flow graph [9] - [11] . Flow graphs of programs can be modeled as graph-theoretical networks, but the graph-theoretical metrics used to evaluate the complexity of these networks require the underlying directed graphs to be strongly connected as was defined in Definition 17 in Section I-C. The first and most simple metric for evaluating complexity is called the cyclomatic number, and we note that some works have used the cyclomatic number to evaluate complexity, as in [2] . There are, however, many additional metrics that can be used, some of which are derived by calculating the cyclomatic number of reduced graphs of some kind, and others that come to us from the fields of biology and chemistry [14] .
It is of note, that there are significantly more complexity measures available than we wish to discuss here. Thus, we have tried to limit the discussion only to those metrics that we feel are proper for SoSE; that is, they should measure something meaningful, not just provide a calculation that seems to agree with other previously defined metrics. The interplay between systems in a SoS (which can be modeled as edges in a graph with the systems or subsystems being modeled as vertices) are sometimes referred to as interstitials [1] , [2] , and they will need to be well-defined for the overall complexity to be calculated using these approaches. This section outlines the different techniques including an application of a result from information theory that uses the eigen-decomposition of the adjacency matrix to count walks through a strongly connected digraph. Counting walks has not traditionally been used in computer science to evaluate complexity (although it has been used in biology [14] ) because feedback loops in code indicate an infinite number of total paths are possible [9] , but the information-theoretic approach removes this worry from the calculation, and returns a relative complexity metric nonetheless. To be specific, in many cases the largest real eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix will give a relative complexity measure for competing system designs.
A. CYCLOMATIC COMPLEXITY
Before defining the cyclomatic number, we should point out a difference of opinion between [7] and [9] in how the number should be defined. While [9] defines v(G) = m − n + p (as below) as the cyclomatic number for all graphs and then explains the cases where it doesn't represent the order of the cycle space, [7] defines the cyclomatic number as the order of the cycle space always, and does not provide an equation to calculate it, although we can certainly fill in the gaps ourselves. Since we really want the fundamental link to the order of the cycle space, we use Diestel's definition in [7] , and then derive expressions and rules for calculating it, which are similar to those given in [9] . This will ensure that the cyclomatic number v(G) really does represent the number of linearly independent paths from a source node to a sink node as desired. More is given on this below. (Note that the cyclomatic number is denoted v(G), and should not be confused with the vertex set V (G).)
Definition 25:
The cyclomatic number of a graph G (directed or undirected) is the cardinality of a basis of the cycle space in G, and for strongly connected graphs it is equal to
where |E(G)| = m, |V (G)| = n, and the number of separate connected components of G is p.
For graphs that are not strongly connected, the cyclomatic number is the sum of the cyclomatic numbers of the strongly connected components of G.
FIGURE 7.
A graph such as this can represent lines of source code in a software implementation (or any SoS that can be formulated as a graph theoretical network). The divide after v 2 could be due to a 3-way switch statement selecting one of {v 3 , v 4 , v 5 }, and the divide after v 6 could be due to an if/else pair. The edge from v 10 to v 1 may not really be there in practice, but we add it to make the graph strongly connected. Then we can use the cyclomatic number and other metrics as relative complexity measures.
The cyclomatic number of a (perhaps) slightly altered graph can serve the purpose of counting the number of linearly independent paths from a source node to a sink node in a network. The problem with networks, with their source and sink nodes, is that they are not necessarily strongly connected. However, we can form a strongly connected graph by adding one edge from the sink to the source as depicted in Fig. 7 by the dashed edge from v 10 to v 1 . For typical networks, there always exists a path from the source to every node in the network, and a path from every node in the network to the sink [10] , so adding one edge from sink to source guarantees a directed path from any vertex to any other vertex, which is the requirement for a graph to be strongly connected.
The effect of adding this edge is to make the number of linearly independent paths from source to sink in the original network equal to the cardinality of the cycle space in the altered graph. Thus, the cyclomatic number of the altered graph gives the meaningful complexity result for the original graph.
With the added edge, we now have a strongly connected digraph G, rather than a network, and the number of linearly independent paths in the original network can now be represented properly as the order of the cycle space of G. That is, we form a basis of the cycle space using cycles in G, and the size of that basis is the cyclomatic number. For determining the complexity of a program, this is the minimum number of test runs of the code that would be required to provide a somewhat legitimate guard against software errors [11] .
Example 1: For the example given in Fig. 7 , we have m = 13, n = 10, and p = 1 giving a cyclomatic number of v(G) = 4. Let's define a set of four linearly independent paths from the source vertex v 1 to the sink vertex v 10 . First note that there are six total paths from source to sink as there is a three-way split at v 2 and a two-way split at v 6 . Let us write the paths as an ordered listing of vertices traversed, and define
By circling around back to v 1 after each path via the directed edge e 13 , we can obtain respective linearly independent cycles in G, and we list them now (again using the ordered listing of vertices traversed) as
When ''adding'' paths (or cycles) in this space, we use the symmetric difference (XOR) operation over the edges, meaning that only edges unique to one or the other will be preserved in the sum. When adding three or more paths (or cycles), only those edges that appear in an odd number of paths are preserved in the sum. Thus, P 3 + P 4 gives the edge set E = {e 8 , e 9 , e 10 , e 11 }. Notice that no cycle from (3) is the additive sum of any subset of the other cycles. This indicates that they are all indeed linearly independent; however, we can form the final two paths through the network as a linear combination of the original four paths as follows
with corresponding cycles
indicating that (3) really is a basis of the cycle space. Notice from our example in adding P 3 + P 4 , that we didn't get a path from source to sink. If we add cycles C 3 + C 4 , we get the same edge set as when adding the same respective paths, and this set is not a cycle in the directed graph. Thus we see that adding cycles from the basis does not necessarily produce a cycle, however, we still have the guarantee that any cycle in a graph is a linear combination of the cycles in a basis of the cycle space [7] . We, therefore, say that the cycle space is not closed under addition, since adding cycles can remove us from the cycle space. Since C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 form a basis of the cycle space of G, and four is the cardinality of that basis, then by definition, the cyclomatic number is indeed four as we calculated at the beginning of this example.
Recall that we have stated that the calculation of (1) only holds for strongly connected graphs as given in the definition, and we intentionally altered the graph in the last example to be such a graph. Here is where we should be careful to add edges as a SoS dictates, rather than just for the sake of making graphs easier to work with. Although most modern computer programs are in fact networks, it is not difficult to imagine a SoS that does not possess a network structure. As an example, we may not expect a SoS filled with autonomous or somewhat autonomous systems to be strongly connected.
FIGURE 8.
This digraph is connected (because we can form a path between any two vertices of the graph), but not strongly connected (because we cannot find paths in each direction between any two vertices of the graph), and thus, the cyclomatic number is the sum of the cyclomatic numbers of the strongly connected components. The strongly connected components are the induced graphs of the colored sets of vertices.
Example 2:
For an example of a digraph that is connected, but not strongly connected, consider the graph in Fig. 8 . Notice that we can form a path connecting any pair of vertices, but paths cannot be formed in both directions between any pair of vertices. Notice also that there is no clear source or sink node here, so adding an edge as we did in the last example may not be representative of the system. Or, in other words, perhaps the system or SoS represented by this graph doesn't need to rely on transporting anything from one specific node to a final destination. In cases like these, we should not add edges to calculate the cyclomatic complexity, but should rather use the rule given in the definition for graphs that are not strongly connected.
For illustrative purposes, let us try to calculate the cyclomatic number as we did before using (1). Here |V (G)| = n = 11, |E(G)| = m = 14, and p = 1 because the whole graph is connected. This calculation may mislead us into thinking that the cyclomatic number is v(G) = 14 − 11 + 1 = 4. Notice, however, that there are only three total cycles in this graph
due to the orientation of some of the edges, so there is no way to form a basis of the cycle space of size four. In fact, this graph has three strongly connected components, defined as maximal subsets of vertices where the property of strong connectedness holds, and they are the induced subgraphs in G of the vertex subsets
and U 3 = {v 9 , v 10 , v 11 }. These sets of vertices are indicated by color in Fig. 8 . The true cyclomatic number in this case is then the sum of the cyclomatic numbers of the strongly connected components, and is given as v(G) = 2+0+1 = 3. Sure enough, this matches our findings as we formed a basis for the cycle space of size three as given in (8) .
As a summary of the main points regarding using cyclomatic complexity in SoSE, a system of systems can be modeled as a graph, where vertices are entities or individual systems. Edges of the graph should be directional where appropriate to indicate relationships between the entities of the SoS. These edges may represent a flow of some kind, e.g. command flow, information flow, product flow, etc. If the graph is strongly connected, then (1) can be applied directly to calculate the cyclomatic complexity. If the graph is a network, then the sink node can be connected to the source node prior to using (1) for the complexity calculation. If the graph is not strongly connected nor a network, then the SoS is really comprised of somewhat independent groupings of the SoS that have limited interaction, and the complexity of the SoS is the sum of the complexities of the strongly connected parts. The result for graphs that are not strongly connected also holds for the more extreme case of graphs that are disconnected. (Note: for software representations, we often see v(G) = m − n + 2p, and no edges are added to network graphs [9] - [11] . This is actually equivalent to our definition, but for SoSE we specify exactly when and where edges are to be added (only when graphs are networks), and require all interactions between nodes to be marked with an edge. Since software representations are generally graph-theoretical networks, they can make a few shortcuts in their representations.
If there is desire to dissect individual systems into subgraphs within a SoS framework to estimate complexity of each system, and then model interactions between systems with additional edges, then an even more complete picture of the overall complexity is possible.
One of the downsides to simply using cyclomatic complexity to measure SoS complexity is that the complexity measure is quite course. There exist many graphs with the same number of vertices, edges, and connected components, that really should not be considered to be of equal complexity. On the other hand, for large SoS graphs, the cyclomatic complexity likely does a pretty good job, and is certainly simple to compute. We now examine additional metrics based on the cyclomatic complexity before moving on to unrelated metrics.
B. ADDITIONAL WELL-ESTABLISHED COMPLEXITY METRICS BASED ON THE CYCLOMATIC COMPLEXITY
Computer science gives us several more metrics for evaluating the complexity of a program that can also be used for evaluating the complexity of a system or SoS [12] . Some of these metrics are essential complexity, module design complexity, system design complexity, and integration complexity [9] - [12] . Each of these is applicable to SoSE at some level. Let us begin with a definition and discussion of essential complexity.
Essential complexity of a graph is denoted ev(G), and is a metric for measuring the degree to which a graph contains what are known as unstructured constructs [9] , [11] , [12] . In computer science, it has been found that code that is ''structured'' is desired over ''unstructured code'' for its modularity and maintenance properties. Structured constructs are induced subgraphs of G that have exactly one entry vertex (all inputs from other vertices to the subgraph come through this vertex) and exactly one exit vertex (all outputs to other vertices from the subgraph go through this vertex). Anything else is considered unstructured. A high essential complexity measure indicates that a design has a large number of structures that prevent components of the graph from behaving as modules. As examples of unstructured constructs in computer programs, consider code that jumps into or out of the middle of a loop or a decision block [9] .
It is considered good practice in programming to make designs as modular as possible to keep the upper design levels simple, and keep the code maintainable and extensible. These are also desired goals for SoS designs. It makes intuitive sense that for a SoS, a structured design may perform more predictably than an unstructured one in addition to being more modular and hence maintainable and extensible. In cases where systems within a SoS go offline and come online unpredictably, high essential complexity may reduce the SoS during any given time to an unstructured heap of nonsense. Lower essential complexity values are then preferred over higher ones. To calculate the essential complexity, simply find the cyclomatic number of the reduced flow graph obtained by collapsing structured constructs into a single vertex until no additional structured constructs remain in the graph. The maximum value of essential complexity is VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 9. In this figure, we represent the interconnections of systems in a SoS design. The original graph is given (left) along with it's reduced form (right). Color groupings in the original graph indicate structured constructs, which are then contracted to form a single vertex in the reduced graph.
equal to the cyclomatic complexity, while the minimum value is one.
This process of collapsing a section of a graph into a single vertex is called edge contraction or simply contraction [7] . Consider an edge linking vertices x and y. Contracting this edge is effectively done by drawing one node or vertex around x, y, and the edge being contracted. These three things, thus, become one vertex in the new graph, and the neighbors of that vertex are the union of the neighbors of x and the neighbors of y in the old graph. Parallel edges and loops in the contracted graph are generally deleted; however, parallel edges in a digraph that have different orientations are preserved. The reduced graph used to calculate the essential complexity is the graph where all edges within each structured construct are contracted until no structured constructs remain.
Example 3: Networks are somewhat simpler to deal with in terms of contracting and reducing the SoS graph. Let us consider instead then, the connected graph that is not strongly connected that we have addressed previously. The graph is reproduced in Fig. 9 along with it's reduced form. Colored groupings in the original graph now indicate structured constructs, which are then contracted to form a single vertex in the reduced graph indicated by the same color. Notice that the essential complexity of this graph is ev(G) = 7 − 5 + 1 (9) and is the cyclomatic complexity of the reduced graph. As an alternative example, consider the graph from Fig. 7 . We can either choose to ignore the added edge e 13 , and then add it back after contraction, or simply leave it in and contract the structured constructs. If we ignore the added edge e 13 in this graph, it would reduce to a simple one-way series of three vertices, which would have essential complexity ev(G) = 1. This result matches our intuition that the straight-forward network from Fig. 7 should be more modular and extensible (and hence, have lower essential complexity) than the graph shown on the left side of Fig. 9 .
Module design complexity of a subgraph G is denoted iv(G ), and measures the complexity of the contracted graph G that arises from calls to other modules (or systems) from within a module (system) [11] , [12] . For SoS design, this metric can help analyze the difficulty of integrating a new system into an SoS that relies on ''calls'' or connections to other systems (which will be true for most, if not all, elements in a SoS design). It is generally calculated at a relatively high level in the SoS architecture so that all subsystems are collapsed to a single system node, and calls to other systems are represented as edges joining system nodes. Then iv(G ) is simply the cyclomatic complexity of the resultant reduced graph G . The module design complexities of all modules in a design are added to calculate the system design complexity of the entire graph, which is denoted S 0 (G), and provides a comprehensive complexity measure across the entire system-level design [11] , [12] .
Finally, we wish to understand the amount of testing required to integrate our SoS design and guard against errors. We can get a minimum number here by calculating the integration complexity
where N is the number of modules (or systems/subsystems at the level that S 0 (G) was calculated), which is also the number of linearly independent sub-trees (a tree that spans a particular module through it's called modules, and back to its descendent module). Similar then to the cyclomatic complexity, the integration complexity measures the cardinality of a space that spans the interstitials of a SoS design, and hence gives us a rule as to how many linearly independent tests we should execute to determine when a system is properly integrated into its surrounding systems environment [11] , [12] .
C. EIGEN-ANALYSIS OF THE ADJACENCY MATRIX FOR ANALYZING COMPLEXITY
From information theory, we find a technique used to calculate the information content of a (d, k)-constrained coded sequence [13] , [15] , which can be readily applied to form a complexity measure for a large class of graphs. We will present this idea in its most generic form, and make clarifications as to the application as we apply assumptions to continue the derivation.
Certainly an intuitive measure of SoS complexity is the number of total possible walks of a certain length over the underlying graph that represents the SoS. As a general rule, graphs with more edges and higher vertex degrees will be capable of many more walks than graphs with fewer edges and lower vertex degrees. This should indicate a complexity order, with graphs of higher walk counts being more complex than graphs of lower walk counts. As was mentioned earlier, computer science has shied away from counting walks (or paths) because of the implication that feedback loops represent an infinite number of possible walks over a directed graph, but this fact has not scared away the biologists [14] , where one complexity measure of use is called total walk count (TWC), and will be explained in the next section with the other pertinent complexity measures from biology. The metric here, is even more simple than total walk count, however, but preserves the ordering of graphs in terms of complexity.
To begin this analysis, let x i (n) equal the number of length-n walks on a graph G that end in the vertex i, and further let
. . .
Notice k must be the number of vertices in G. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G. Recall that the entry of A in the ith row and jth column is denoted as a i,j , and is equal to the number of edges that start in vertex i and end in vertex j. For undirected graphs, a i,j = a j,i , but for directed graphs these two are not necessarily the same. Let us consider the transpose of the adjacency matrix A T , where a matrix transpose indicates that the rows from A are the columns of A T and the columns of A are the rows of A T . Now, recognize that the entry of A T in the ith row and jth column is equal to the number of edges that feed from vertex j into vertex i. We can recursively count walks using the following relationship
or in compact matrix notation
This counting technique works, because x i (n) is simply the sum of the number of walks of length n − 1 that end in a node that feeds into the ith node. This is calculated in (12) and (13) for every vertex using a recursive matrix operation. Using this idea, we can now calculate the number of length-n walks ending in vertex i as the ith element of the vector
and the ith element of x 1 is simply the in-degree of vertex i for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Thus, the total number of length-n walks on G is the sum of the elements of x n . This can be a useful metric in and of itself, but the question then arises as to how to set n if we're just looking for a way to determine which of two systems is the most complex (has the most walks). Let us further break down (14) using the eigen-decomposition of
where U contains the eigenvectors, and is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements equal to the eigenvalues. Note that a matrix always has the same eigenvalues as its transpose, so we may think of these eigenvalues as simply those pertaining to A. Also note that a matrix multiplied by it's inverse is the identity, which can be dropped from a matrix equation (as it is akin to multiplying a mathematical expression by one). Then,
where
and n−1 is a diagonal matrix as indicated with the diagonal elements now being equal to the (n − 1)th power of the eigenvalues of A T (or simply A). All of this implies that
for some y i vectors. This indicates to us that the relative complexity of the system is a function of the eigenvalues of A. We now model the paths ending in vertex i as equiprobable sequences coming from a source. That is, if you take a walk of length n on the graph G and end at vertex i, without any additional information it is possible that you could have taken any of the walks ending in state i, each with equal probability. In information theory [13] , the entropy is a measure of randomness, and quantifies the average amount of information that a realization of a random variable communicates. The more random something is, the more information it can carry. For example, if we flip a biassed coin that we know lands ''Heads'' 99% of the time, we are not really that surprised when it lands ''Heads'' again. A fair coin toss is said to communicate one bit of information. In general, if X is a discrete random variable that takes on values a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l with probabilities p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p l such that the sum of the probabilities is equal to one, then the entropy of X is equal to
Thus, a toss of a biassed coin that lands heads with probability p = 0.99, and hence lands tails with probability 1−p = 0.01, generates (25) bits of information. It is well known [13] that the maximum value of H (X ) is equal to the base-two logarithm of the number of possible values that X can take on, and H (X ) achieves this max value if and only if all possible outcomes on X are equally likely. For a random sequence, such as a walk in a graph, we use the entropy rate to provide this basic measure of randomness (or information) because clearly the longer the sequence gets, the more information it can contain. The entropy rate is normalized by the length of the sequence, so as to provide a useful entropy measure for sources (streams) of data. We define the entropy rate of a stochastic process as
where n is the length of the process, and X i is the random variable in slot i that is one random element of the random process. A random process is to a sequence or function just as a random variable is to a single value, so we can say for a discrete-time random sequence that {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is one particular realization of the random process. Going back to counting walks in a graph, this realization is equal to the vertices traversed in a specific walk ending in state i. Since all walks on G that end at vertex i after n traversed edges are deemed equally likely without more information, the entropy of the random process will simply be equal to the base-two logarithm of the number of walks ending in vertex i.
Thus, the entropy rate of the walks ending at vertex i is given as
where the notation y i j means the jth element of the vector y i .
Since we have to evaluate the limit as n gets large, we can drop the eigenvalues that are small with respect to the largest eigenvalue, which leads to
where λ is the largest eigenvalue. At this point, we should state a fact that stems from the Perron-Frobenius Theorem for irreducible nonnegative matrices that says, the adjacency matrix of a strongly connected graph has a largest real eigenvalue [16] , [17] . Up until this point, we have a general derivation, but from this point forward the results are only guaranteed to be true for strongly connected G. Thus, for strongly connected graphs,
= lim n→∞ n − 1 n goes to 1 log 2 λ + log 2 y n goes to 0 .
This implies that
and the result applies to all vertices i so that in total
Therefore, if a graph G has more walks than a graph G , the entropy of the ''walk space X '' of G should be higher than that for G , and hence, the maximum real eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of G should be larger than the maximum real eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of G . Again, we note, this result is only guaranteed for strongly connected graphs because of the eigenvalue properties for such graphs as given by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem. However, we can use the expression in (14) to count walks in any graph. It should be noted that for extremely large SoS, calculating the eigen-decomposition of the adjacency matrix precisely may present a problem, however, there exist iterative numerical techniques such as Newton's method [18] that can provide the solution even for large adjacency matrices. Perhaps the simplest technique is that of the power method [19] , which is known to provide a way to solve for the maximum (or dominant) eigenvalue as long as there exists only one eigenvalue of maximum magnitude (recall that eigenvalues are commonly complex-valued, and there may be several eigenvalues of equal magnitude).
Again, we refer to the Perron-Frobenius Theorem [16] , [17] , which guarantees exactly one real eigenvalue of maximum magnitude for adjacency matrices of strongly connected graphs. Several other cases may also be solvable using the following technique [19] , but for strongly connected G, it is guaranteed. If v is a random vector, then the sequence
converges on the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue of maximum magnitude. Recall that if
where A is a matrix, v is a vector, and λ is a scalar, then λ is an eigenvalue of A, and v is the associating eigenvector [20] . Once v is known, it is a simple matter to solve for λ in the expression. One way to do it is to apply the Rayleigh quotient [19] as given in the following expression
Example 4: By way of example, let us consider two variants of the example problem portrayed in Fig. 10 . Suppose we are considering adding another manufacturer M 4 or another supplier S 3 to this setup, but we want to choose the addition to the SoS that gives the least complex resultant SoS. The rules of adding these systems to the overall SoS are that manufacturers are always added with edges emanating from every S node and round trip edges to the T node as shown in Fig. 10 , while suppliers always have an edge from P and edges feeding forward to every M node. So which addition is the simplest? FIGURE 10. Modified example problem with a prime (P) split into source and sink nodes to form a graph theoretic network, two supplier nodes (S 1 and S 2 ), three manufacturer nodes (M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 ), one test node (T ), and one integration node (I). Each edge in the network is labeled with an example capacity, which is given in widgets per time.
First, we note that the cyclomatic complexity of the SoS is given by
where p is the number of connected components. This SoS is connected, and in fact, it is strongly connected, so p = 1. We recognize that v(G) = 9 for the SoS in Fig. 10 , and that both the acts of adding a supplier or a manufacturer increase |V (G)| by one and |E(G)| by four giving a new cyclomatic complexity of 12 for both cases.
FIGURE 11.
We give a total walk count in the underlying graphs of the two SoS that result from adding a supplier and adding a manufacturer. Adding a manufacturer produces more walks in the graph, and hence, adds more complexity to the SoS. Note: as the length of walks gets longer, the gap between the number of walks for each SoS grows wider, so viewing the results up to walks of length five is sufficient for this case.
Second, we move on to the eigen-approach to see which of these alternative two new SoS has the smallest number of walks of length n. Counting the walks using (14) gives the results depicted in Fig. 11 . Here, we clearly see that adding the manufacturer gives more walks in the graph than adding a supplier. If we simply calculate the maximum eigenvalues of both adjacency matrices, we see that adding a supplier has a maximum eigenvalue of 2.022, while adding a manufacturer gives a maximum eigenvalue of 2.1836. So, although counting walks gives us a little more confidence of our result, we can simply compare the maximum eigenvalues to get an idea for which of the operations is more complicated from the point of view of total walks in the SoS.
D. COMPLEXITY MEASURES FROM BIOLOGY
For a fairly complete study of complexity measures from the fields of biology and chemistry, we refer the reader to [14] . We highlight here those measures that are easily calculated and have particular application to SoSE.
Total Walk Counts are calculated exactly from (14) given in the last section, although this equation is not provided in [14] , and their walk counts seem to be off. It is possible that they only consider walks from a certain vertex, e.g., a source in a network topology. We believe the expression in (14) gives a better representation for SoSE, however, because many systems are running continuously, and our result gives more of a steady-state solution.
FIGURE 12.
Thirteen graphs with five vertices for illustrating many of the complexity measures discussed. In terms of complexity, they go in order, Graph 1 being the least complex and Graph 13 being the most complex.
The only other measure we wish to highlight from [14] is rooted in information theory, uses the degree distribution of a graph, and is relatively easy to compute. It is called the vertex degree magnitude-based information content I vd , and is defined as
where d i equals the degree of the ith vertex in G. For our calculations in the example below, we use out-degree to calculate this metric. The derivation is interesting, but may not have any bearing in true probability theory. Consider a weighting over all the vertices, such that the weight assigned to vertex i is w i . We then calculate an effective probability by letting
As an example, suppose that all the w i are integers, and every vertex contributes exactly w i lottery tickets to an urn. Then, with probability p i , one of the ith vertex's tickets would be drawn from the urn. Note that this is not the probability that a randomly chosen vertex has a certain weight, but rather a reassignment of probabilities to vertices so as to be proportional to the weights in the graph. Supposing we let
Shannon defined the information measure I (sometimes i to avoid confusion between mutual information) as the difference between H max (W ) and H (W ), which for our scenario is equal to
In [14] , this derivation is provided more generally so as to be applicable to edges, vertices, etc., although here, we have used vertices only (so sums are over the vertex set, and weights are vertex properties). If we let the weights be the degrees of each vertex, then W is simply the sum of all the degrees in G, and we arrive at the metric given in (38).
E. COMPARISONS AND SUMMARY
Example 5: As a final example in this section on graph complexity, we wish to compare some of the metrics that we have introduced. We borrow a set of 13 graphs highlighted in [14] and shown here in Fig. 12 and calculate their Fig. 12 , where v (G) is the cyclomatic complexity, λ max is the maximum real eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix, I vd is the vertex degree magnitude-based information content, and TWC stands for the total walk count (length of 5 was used).
cyclomatic complexities, the maximum eigenvalues in their adjacency matrices, their vertex degree magnitude-based information content I vd values, and finally, their total walk counts (TWC) with walk length equal to five. The results are shown in Fig. 13 , where we see graph one is generally identified as the simplest of the thirteen (a path graph), and they go in order up to the 13th graph (a complete graph) in terms of complexity. While all of the metrics are able to order the graphs in this way, i.e. Graphs 1 to 13 are numbered from simplest to most complex, the cyclomatic complexity measure actually has several ties. The eigenanalysis has a single tie, where Graphs 3 and 4 have the same maximum eigenvalue. Interesting that these two graphs actually have the same TWC as long as we consider walks longer than five, but if we only count short walks, Graph 4 has more of them. In the limit as walks get long, Graphs 3 and 4 are identical, which matches the eigenanalysis results. Of further interest is that Graph 3 is a star (all other vertices are connected to a single vertex only), while Graph 4 is a cycle. Finally, we notice that the presence of certain graph theoretical structures such as cliques have measurable effects on the complexity of the graph, regardless of which complexity measures we employ.
While we have addressed several mechanisms for quantifying complexity in this section, we should mention in closing that these techniques can be altered slightly to give expected complexities and upper and lower bounds when decisions in the SoS are modeled as random events. For example, perhaps in the example problem suppliers ship materials to manufacturers based on events that occur randomly. If M 1 just received an order from another large customer, the capacity of additional work at that site may be much lower than expected. If we are to adopt a random model such as this, we will need to reconsider many elements of complexity analysis. Capacities, flows, etc., will all take on a stochastic nature, and bounds on performance will be required. We leave this as a future direction for research in this area.
IV. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION FOR SoSE
This section is devoted to discussing processes for optimizing a SoS design relative to an objective function given clear constraints. Again here, we see the need for accurate modeling of a SoS and accurate depictions of constraints on state variables for each system and subsystem. When this information is available, we can begin to utilize it for optimal design. We first discuss linear programming when a single objective function is to be either minimized or maximized in an optimization process, and then extend our discussion to multi-constrained optimization where more than one conflicting objective function should be optimized.
A. LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR OPTIMIZATION OF CONSTRAINED SoS
We have already discussed how one might model a system (or SoS) using graph theory so that systems (or subsystems) associate to the vertices of the graph, and interrelations between systems associate to the edges of the graph. It is anticipated that these edges will indeed be data rich relations, rather than simple connection indicators. Information associated with the edges should indicate capacities for passing information or hardware along with any constraints on actions between the connected nodes. In this section, we show how the well-known technique of linear programming can utilize this information to solve for optimum solutions over design spaces. We direct the reader to their favorite linear algebra text, such as [19] , for additional details on linear programming, although we will provide many of the details in this discussion.
As an entry point for the discussion of optimization using linear programming for SoSE, consider a simple set of inequalities over two variables, and suppose that you wish to map out the solution region that satisfies all of the inequalities. For example, consider the relations
We can easily plot all three boundaries to make a graph with the vertices being the intersection points of the inequality constraint boundaries. The solution region is the collection of points that satisfies all constraints, which in general may be the empty set if the constraints are impossible to satisfy simultaneously. The graph, vertices, and solution region for the set of inequalities in (42) is shown in Fig. 14 . A linear programming problem seeks to maximize or minimize a linear objective function while satisfying a list of linear constraints on the variables in the objective function. The list of constraints may be inequalities, as shown in the previous example. Obviously one way to solve such a problem is to find the solution region, as we did for the example in Fig. 14 , and then test the continuum of points within that region to find the point that either maximizes or minimizes the objective function according to our desire. However, this could be a very bad approach, particularly if we have an unbounded solution region, and particularly when we have constraints over several variables. The example in Fig. 14 has constraints over only two variables x and y, which allows us to use a Cartesian coordinate system to plot the solution region, but linear programming problems exist based on thousands of variables, making the entire solution space incredibly large and unsearchable in any realistic amount of time. We are in luck, however, because of the following theorem found in [19] .
Theorem 2: If a linear programming problem has an optimum solution (that is, a point in the solution region that minimizes/maximizes the objective function), then it must occur at a vertex in the graph that bounds the solution region.
If the problem has more than one optimum solution, at least one vertex will still be in the set of optimum solutions.
Therefore, rather than evaluate the entire solution region, we need only evaluate the objective function at every vertex in the graph, and vertices can be found by considering intersections of constraint equation boundaries, as indicated in the example in Fig. 14 .
This process has been packaged into several algorithms, including the first and most basic called the simplex method [21] . Even though there exist techniques for performing the simplex algorithm by hand, when the number of constraints gets large it is far more attractive to call on prepackaged computer algorithms to provide the answer. The hand technique is laid out in [19] , but it is somewhat involved and beyond the scope of this paper, since there exist iterative techniques for solving linear programming problems. According to [19] , problems containing only inequality-type constraints must first be posed in a standard form so that the simplex method can be used to find the solution. Other algorithms may prefer a different form, however, as is true for the Matlab-based solver linprog(·) [22] . It is quite simple to translate any linear programming problem into a standard form, as we will now demonstrate.
Let us suppose that the standard form required by a piece of software is the following. The objective function must be presented as a minimization problem, and the linear inequality constraints must be given as ''less-than-or-equal-to'' constraints. That is, we want to find
subject to the constraints
Recognize that this is the vectorized form for this problem, but we can write it in a more straight forward manner. An identical problem declaration is, we want to minimize the objective function
Please note that A is not an adjacency matrix for this section, but is rather a matrix holding coefficients for the constraints of the problem, which are inequalities on linear combinations of variables. If we let
and
then we can form the shorthand matrix formulation of the problem in the form expected by the piece of software we are using. Suppose, however, that we really want to maximize an objective function z, rather than minimize it, and that some or FIGURE 15. Modified example problem with a prime (P) split into source and sink nodes to form a graph theoretic network, two supplier nodes (S 1 and S 2 ), three manufacturer nodes (M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 ), one test node (T ), and one integration node (I). Each edge in the network is labeled with an example capacity, which is given in widgets per day.
all of our constraints are given as ''greater-than-or-equal-to'' expressions. If this is the case, then we can force our problem into the standard form above by minimizing w = −z, and multiplying both sides of the ''greater-than-or-equal-to'' inequality constraints by minus one. Doing so flips the inequality to the one we want, but does not change the relationship since we have treated both sides the same. Also minimizing w = −z is the same as maximizing z. The only difference is that the minimum value of w will be equal to the negative of the maximum value of z, so we must negate the optimum objective function value at the output of the program. The values of the x i that minimize w, however are the exact same values of x i that maximize z, so no change is required there.
Oftentimes, it is also true that the problem only makes sense if x i ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and these are considered additional constraints on the problem that are usually not listed with the other constraints, but indicated somewhere else in the calling parameters to a linear programming algorithm. For example, in the Matlab function linprog(·), one can set an upper bound UB and a lower bound LB on the x i values. If the x i values represent some physical thing, like flows in edges on a graph, etc., then they really should be nonnegative in the direction indicated on the edge, so we would set LB equal to zero for all the x i values.
Finally, if we have constraints that are equalities, rather than inequalities, we can do one of two things. We can change equality constraints like
to two inequality constraints such as x 1 − 3x 2 ≤ 4, and
Clearly to satisfy both inequality constraints, the equality expression must also be satisfied. The second option is that some numerical linear programming packages allow for separate A and b constraint parameters for equality constraints. That is, you may list all of your inequality constraints in one set of A, b input parameters, and the equality constraints in another set, say A eq , b eq . The manner in which these parameters are prepared is identical to the formation we gave above for A and b. Example 6: Let us consider the expanded example problem from previous sections and pictured again in Fig. 15 for convenience. As mentioned previously, this problem is concerned with manufacturing widgets, and the capacity of widgets over a specified amount of time is given over each edge in the graph. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that all parts pass the ''test'' node T the first time, and hence, we have removed the feedback edges from the analysis. We could easily add these back in by adding three more x i variables in the analysis to constrain the summing of flows in the M nodes, and we will see an example of constraining flows at nodes later on.
Our desires of specific production performance will combine to establish the constraints and objective function of the linear programming problem. Firstly, we want to achieve the maximum flow, which was found to be 15 widgets/day using the max-flow min-cut theorem. (Coincidently, if we didn't know the maximum flow, we could in fact use linear programming to find it, and this is shown for a different network in the next example.) Secondly, we wish to minimize the overall cost of production, where every widget passing through S 1 costs us $0.50, every widget passing through S 2 costs us $0.40, and the three manufacturers charge us $0.15, $0.12, and $0.10 for M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 , respectively. Clearly, we want to utilize the cheapest resources first, but not at the cost of preventing a maximum flow. How can we set this problem up as a linear programming problem?
First, we require an objective function associated with the cost of production. We will seek to minimize this function while satisfying a list of constraints posed by the capacities on each edge and other graph-theoretical requirements of a flow (e.g., the flow in must be equal to the flow out). To establish the objective function, let us define six variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , and x 6 . Each of these variables represent the number of widgets that are supplied by a specific supplier node, and manufactured by a specific manufacturing node, as indicated in Table 1 . In general, we would want to do this for all edges that are not a simple combination of other edges in a flow. We also indicate in the table the total cost for each type of widget. For example, there are x 3 widgets produced by the combination of S 1 and M 3 . Therefore, the total cost of these widgets will be the cost from the supplier plus the cost of the manufacturer, and is equal to $0.60.
Using this information, we see that the total cost per unit of time is given by the objective function w = 0.65x 1 + 0.62x 2 + 0.6x 3 + 0.55x 4 + 0.52x 5 + 0.5x 6 .
The constraints on the SoS are now listed, where the first six constraints are given by capacities over the edges between S nodes and M nodes, the next three are given by capacities over edges between M nodes and T , and the final constraint is given by our desire to achieve a maximum flow. It is also true that x i ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
x 1 ≤ 10,
x 6 ≤ 10,
x 3 + x 6 ≤ 4,
The final constraint could have been posed as an equality constraint, but since we know it is not possible to have a flow greater than 15, it amounts to the same thing. The listing of the constraints and the objective function explicitly defines the linear programming problem. We take the coefficients from these expressions to formulate the necessary matrices and vectors to use the Matlab linprog(·) function to solve the problem. Notice that we are seeking to minimize w, and this is inline with the standard form of linear programming problems in Matlab, so we need not change this. However, the last constraint is in ''greater-than-orequal-to'' form, and must be changed to match the expected input form. This last constraint, is therefore, multiplied by negative one on both sides to obtain the new constraint
Now, we can form the input parameters as
and 
We further specify
to indicate that x i ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Using Matlab to solve for the lowest cost flow that satisfies all of these constraints, we obtain the following results: (58) which gives an overall minimum cost of $7.94 for every 15 widgets that comes out of T . Of course, if we could put all 15 widgets on x 6 , then we could reduce the cost to $7.50, but the capacities of the network do not allow for this solution. Given the set of constraints specified by the problem, we can do no better than $7.94 for 15 simultaneously produced widgets through this manufacturing network. But does the result give us a valid flow? Yes; we can check this easily by noting that we defined the flows over edges at such a point in the network so that all other flows were simply sums of the ones we defined. Thus, since we formulated our constraints based on all edge capacities in the graph, we also satisfy all the requirements to form a flow.
The interpretation of the result is that the cheapest way to use this network to produce a maximum flow given the costs we specified for the problem at each node, is to have S 1 supply only a single widget, while S 2 supplies 14 at each time. S 1 must send its widget to the most expensive manufacturing node M 1 . This is because we have already exhausted the capacities of edges incident to M 2 and M 3 with widgets from S 2 , where S 2 sends 3, 7 and 4 widgets to M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 , respectively.
We determined in our discussion of max-flow min-cut that we could remove M 3 from this network without affecting the value of the maximum flow, but if the prices stay the same, and M 3 shuts down, what does that do to our total cost of producing 15 widgets simultaneously? Intuitively, it should go up, and it does. If we run this problem again after deleting M 3 and its incident edges, we get a minimum cost of $8.54, a cost increase of 60 cents for each 15 widgets produced.
Example 7: Let's try another example for a network that is a little more complicated. We'll use linear programming to first set up a maximization problem to find the maximum flow, and then using that flow as a new constraint, we'll minimize cost again. The network we'll be working with is shown in Fig. 16 . In this example, we show the x i variables right on the graph as flows for which we must solve. Notice that for edges where the flow is equal to the sum of other flows, there is no need to assign a new variable for the flow over that edge. However, for nodes that have more than one input flow and more than one output flow, we cannot do this, so all incident edges to nodes such as this must have their own variable names. We will deal with the equality of in-flows to out-flows by adding constraints where necessary. Capacities for distinct edges are also given on the graph, which will provide further constraints. All nodes in the figure have been given a name so that we can assign costs associated with a unit of flow visiting each node, as we did in the previous example. The nodes and their costs per unit of flow are given as A: $5, B: $3, C: $4, D: $2, E: $4, and F: $2. This information will be used to solve for a maximum flow that achieves a minimum cost. But first, we must solve for the maximum flow.
To do this, let us derive the objective function to be maximized as
Realize, that we summed the flows coming out of the source node s, but an identical formulation of this objective function would be to sum the flows going into the sink node t. The list of constraints on the flows of this network are given as
The first eight constraints are given by the capacities of edges associated with the flows x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 8 . The next four constraints are given by the capacities of the edges coming out of the source and going into the sink nodes. In general, every capacity on an edge in a network should contribute exactly one constraint on the system. The final two constraints are necessary because we do not have a clear relationship between the flows entering and exiting nodes B and E. A flow on the network must satisfy the constraint that flows into any node are equal to flows leaving the same node. Hence, the final two constraints are derived from flow conservation at nodes B and E, respectively. Of course, the first eight constraints would be broken up in practice so that the fact that all flows must be greater than or equal to zero would be entered into a linear programming problem by defining the lower bound parameter LB as in the previous example. The upper bounds, however, would be entered into the A and b matrices. Also note, that the final two constraints are to be met with equality, so we must account for those in one of the two ways already outlined.
After doing this, and solving the linear programming problem, we find that the maximum flow is 12. After some searching, we see the associating minimum cut as one that passes to the left of node C, and the right of node F. Armed with the knowledge of the maximum flow, we form one more constraint as
and add it to our list of constraints that we used to solve for the maximum flow. Now, we want to minimize an objective function associated with cost, so we will run the linear programming problem again, but now so as to minimize
+2(x 3 + x 4 ) + 4(x 2 + x 4 ) + 2(x 6 + x 8 ) = 8x 1 + 9x 2 + 5x 3 + 6x 4 + 4x 5 + 2x 6 + 4x 7 + 2x 8 .
This equation was derived from the costs associated with visiting each of the nodes A through F as outlined above. The result is a minimum cost of $117 which is achieved with the flow that results when
(63) By way of summary, we have learned in this section that (and seen several examples how) linear programming can provide the answer to optimizing SoS design. The examples we have seen illustrate how to maximize or minimize an objective function so as to optimize performance in some category over the SoS. In the final example of the section, we saw how we could use one set of constraints to solve for the maximum flow in a network, and by adding a single constraint and changing the objective function, we were able to use the same technique to solve for a specific maximum flow that achieves the minimum cost over the network. There exist examples of researchers applying linear programming to SoS design problems such as [23] and [24] . In fact, in [24] , the author outlines problems that are not necessarily solvable using linear programming, but states that there exist nonlinear programming techniques that may provide general solutions to these more difficult problems.
B. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION FOR SoSE
There exist classifications of SoSE design problems with multiple sets of constraints that can be solved via simple linear programming techniques as outlined in the previous section. For some of these, it may be possible to list all constraints, and execute a linear programming algorithm one time. Such problems have only a single objective function, and are relatively straight forward.
For problems with multiple objective functions, it may be possible to arrive at a solution by solving a linear programming problem so as to supply a new constraint on a second linear programming problem. We solved a problem using this technique in Example 7, where we first solved a maximization problem to find the maximum flow in a network, and then used the maximum flow as a constraint in a minimization problem to find the minimum cost of deploying the network at maximum flow.
These techniques are reasonable approaches to problems with multiple sets of constraints; however, there exist other problems for which it is not possible to achieve all the constraints desired simultaneously. For example, suppose that we wished to minimize overall cost and maximize flow in Example 7, but we were unsure of which was more important. There would be no clear order in how to go about solving this problem. Certainly, we could solve it as we did so as to provide the minimum cost for a maximum flow, but there may be other solutions that are more appropriate. For example, we could look for the maximum flow possible given that we only wish to spend a certain amount of money. This would necessitate setting a constraint for cost, and then maximizing flow. Either of these solutions can be solved for as long as the desired constraints are properly prioritized.
In more complicated problems, however, we have clear tradeoffs in desired performance. For example, we may wish to design a fuel efficient car, that also has great acceleration capabilities. Since high acceleration works against fuel efficiency as a general rule, it may not be possible to achieve our goals in both areas simultaneously. Thus, we find several interesting design tradeoffs, often with no clear direction as to how we should make decisions to arrive at an overall ''optimal'' design. For problems such as these, we may wish to find a number of solutions that are partially optimal in some sense, so as to explore the plethora of possible tradeoffs in designs. Such an approach requires us to define a set of solutions that we wish to provide for consideration.
Definition 26: A solution is called non-dominated or Pareto optimal if none of the objective functions can be improved without degrading another. The set of Pareto optimal solutions is called the Pareto front.
Clearly, if a design is not on the Pareto front, then it should not be chosen, as there is room to improve in at least one objective function without degrading the rest. In theory, one should be able to evaluate a SoS design along a Pareto front to examine tradeoffs in cost, efficiency, functionality, extensibility, etc., for SoSE designs. In order to form such a front, each of these desired properties of the end design would need to be quantified for all possible design solutions. We would then need to evaluate the space of Pareto optimal solutions, which may be a large task. The set of Pareto optimal solutions is much larger than the set obtained from solving a set of linear programming problems in a certain order. Certainly these solutions are within the set of Pareto optimal solutions, but the full set of Pareto optimal solutions explores cases where none of the individual objective functions is truly optimized due to trying to simultaneously satisfy other objectives. To be slightly more formal, a multi-objective function problem is one that tries to find
subject to several constraints across different areas of the design. Clearly we cannot, in general, minimize all objective functions in tandem, indicating tradeoffs in some way. One way to consider them is in terms of a Pareto front. Some of these considerations are addressed in the literature in, for example [25] , [26] , and the interested reader is encouraged to look in these directions.
V. REAL-TIME DECISIONS IN SoS DEPLOYMENT
While it is true that a great deal of the simulation and modeling for SoSE that we are proposing may take place in the initial design stages, it can also be useful to consider ways FIGURE 17. An example of a task-system graph, where a task is a neighbor of all systems capable of completing the task, and each system is a neighbor of all tasks it is capable of completing. Task t 2 is the most vulnerable task of the mission because it can only be completed by one system. If s 3 should fail to complete t 2 , the task must remain undone. Task t 4 is the most likely task to be accomplished as it has three neighbors, two of which have degree one. A degree-one task has dedicated resources which are only capable of competing a single task in the mission.
to work with existing systems in a SoS environment to help systems work together to achieve mission goals. There exist graph algorithms and theorems that can help in this regard also. We will walk through a simple example dealing with task assignment in a SoS to illustrate some of these concepts. The contents of this section constitute a novel contribution to the SoS literature. Consider a SoS with several tasks to be assigned to specific system nodes. The collection of all mission tasks is T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }, and the collection of all system nodes is S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s v }. Assuming a simple setup for illustrative purposes, let us specify that each of the systems in the SoS are capable of completing some subset of tasks in T . We represent these relationships using a bipartite graph, where nodes from T are connected to nodes from S if and only if the associating system in S is capable of completing the associating task in T . For example, Fig. 17 depicts such a bipartite graph, and we call this graph a task-system graph. Tasks with lowest degree can be considered the most likely not to be completed because they have the fewest number of systems that can complete them, e.g., task t 2 in Fig. 17 . On the other hand, tasks with highest degree are those that are the most likely to be completed as they have the largest number of systems capable of completing them, e.g., task t 4 in Fig. 17 .
Real-time deployment of a SoS for a particular mission requires the matching of tasks to systems in a way that leaves all tasks assigned if possible, and with the best possible system assigned to perform each task. Let us examine two possible algorithms for doing this. Before discussing algorithms, let us specify that each task requires a ranked system list, where the systems are graded as to their ability to perform the task. Only systems that can complete the task in full are ranked, while all others are left off the list for that task. We also require a priority ranking of tasks, so as to indicate which tasks are the most important to the success of the mission. Clearly, mission critical tasks will have higher priority rankings than tasks which are less than mission critical. Without loss of generality, assume that tasks are listed with the most important ones first, so that t 1 is more important than t 2 , which is more important than t 3 , and so forth.
1) GREEDY ALGORITHM
In the first of two algorithms that we will discuss for assigning tasks to systems in a SoS, we simply give preference to the highest priority tasks in order, and assign them to their highest ranked system that is yet unassigned. Such an algorithm is greedy because there is no collaboration between nodes on the graph to insure that all tasks are assigned. Let us consider the example shown in Fig. 18 , and let's assume that the systems are ranked the same in terms of preference for every task so that s 1 is always preferred over s 2 , which is always preferred over s 3 , and so forth for every task. Then the greedy algorithm assigns task t 1 to s 1 , task t 2 to s 4 , and task t 3 to s 5 . Suppose, however that s 5 goes offline, and we need to reconfigure the SoS. If we employ the greedy algorithm, then task t 3 goes unassigned because the only other systems that can perform the task are already assigned to higher ranked tasks.
For some applications, this might be fine. Perhaps t 3 really isn't that important for the success of the mission, and perhaps we really do want s 1 , the most able system, to continue to perform t 1 , the most important task. However, if all three tasks are mission critical, this algorithm will result in a failed mission. Clearly, the SoS has been designed so that every system is capable of completing t 1 , and if t 1 can be assigned to any of the unassigned systems, say s 2 , then all tasks can be assigned again.
The benefits of the greedy algorithm are that it is simple and straightforward, and that the most important tasks are always assigned to the ''best fit'' systems for completing the tasks. The downsides are as indicated in the example. Should lower ranked tasks run out of options, they may go unassigned, even when higher ranked tasks are clearly transferable to other capable systems. An augmenting path can be used to increase the cardinality of a matching in a bipartite graph. Matchings in the figure are given in blue. In the left-side graph, we see an augmenting path P = a 3 b 2 a 2 b 1 . We can always switch the roles of the edges in G\M and those in M along an augmenting path P to increase the cardinality of the matching as shown in the right-side graph. It is furthermore true that if there is no augmenting path in G, then M is maximum.
2) COOPERATIVE ALGORITHM
We now present a cooperate algorithm based on finding a maximal matching in a bipartite graph. This algorithm begins with the greedy algorithm as a starting point, and then iterates until a maximal matching is found. Recall that a matching is a set of independent edges, meaning that no two edges in a matching M share a vertex. The marriage theorem from graph theory [7] tells us when a graph G contains a matching of A, where A and B are the bipartitions of G.
Theorem 3 (Hall 1935:) Let A and B be bipartitions of G. Then G contains a matching of A if and only if
The proof for this theorem is not included here, but a certain mechanism used in one proof of this theorem demonstrates a technique for constructing a maximum matching in G. We will use this technique to assign tasks in the bipartite task-system graph. First, we need to define what we mean by alternating path and augmenting path in this setting. Assume for the rest of this section that G is a bipartite graph with bipartitions A and B. These techniques will be directly applied to the task-system graph by letting A = T and B = S.
Definition 27: Let M be a matching in G (not necessarily maximum). An alternating path with respect to M is a path in G that starts in A at an unmatched vertex, and then alternates between edges in M and edges in G\M .
Definition 28: An alternating path that ends in an unmatched vertex in B is an augmenting path, because it can be used to augment the matching, and thus provide a matching of greater cardinality than M .
The fact that an augmenting path can be used to increase the cardinality of a matching is shown in Fig. 19 . We see an augmenting path P = a 3 b 2 a 2 b 1 in the left-side graph of the figure. There are two facts that we'll now exploit to increase the matching M until it is maximum. 1) We can always increase the cardinality of a matching using an augmenting path P. We simply take those edges in P\M and add them to the matching, while removing the edges that were in both P and M . 2) If there is no augmenting path in G, then M is maximum.
An algorithm for increasing the cardinality of a matching in the task-system graph is obvious once we know these facts. It is simply to look for augmenting paths that begin in unmatched task nodes. The algorithm for matching tasks to systems is as follows: 1) Find the greedy matching by assigning the highest priority tasks to the systems that are best fit for the tasks. Traverse the list of tasks in order of importance until no more tasks can be matched with systems. 2) Now traverse the list of tasks, again in order of priority, and look for augmenting paths in a search algorithm that starts by looking down paths associated with the least-desired system that can perform the task. As nodes are added to the augmenting path, they look to extend the path by moving down their systempriority list from where they were previously assigned.
If an augmenting path is found, use it to increase the cardinality of the matching to reassign tasks to systems. Once this process is carried out, either we will have a matching of T to the system vertices S, or no such matching exists. If the latter is true, then we will still have a maximum matching, and the highest priority tasks will be matched. Notice that the greedy algorithm insures that the highest priority tasks are matched first, and changing a matching using an augmenting path will never leave a previously matched vertex unmatched after the switch. One downside to this matching technique is that you may end up with the most capable systems performing lower priority tasks so that more tasks can be assigned, therefore, if this algorithm is used, a task should only be neighbors to systems that are acceptable for performing the task to the degree required. However, the algorithm tries to find the ''best'' matching for the mission by initially assigning the best systems for the most important tasks, and, where possible, leaving those systems alone in the reassignment process.
Example 8: Consider the task-system graph in Stage 1 of Fig. 20 . This shows all the edges in the graph, with the result of the greedy algorithm in thicker blue lines. Right away, we can spot certain tasks that are going to throw off the greedy result, since t 3 has only one neighbor and t 6 can only be accomplished by high ranking systems. Not surprisingly then, the greedy algorithm leaves both t 3 and t 6 unmatched. Stage 2 finds an augmenting path to match t 3 as shown, which forces t 2 and t 5 down the system-priority list in the resultant matching shown in Stage 3. Stages 4 and 5 display one final augmentation of the matching to result in a matching that includes t 6 . Notice that t 6 forces t 1 down the system-priority list. This is because the lower system s 2 cannot be used to find an augmenting path. Therefore, the path must go through s 1 since t 6 has only the two neighbors. Then t 1 would try to claim s 2 , but again, no augmenting path exists down that path, so it claims s 3 in the end forcing t 2 down to s 5 .
In this example, we see the pros and cons of the cooperative algorithm, where all tasks are now matched, and higher ranked tasks are given their choice of system matchings unless those systems are required to form a higher cardinality matching. The restrictions on t 3 and t 6 are enough to force t 1 down to its third choice for the sake of matching all tasks to systems.
Task assignment is only one area where graph theory may provide assistance in deploying missions in real-time. Another area that may be of the utmost importance to certain applications is the classic ''shortest path'' problem, where we wish to traverse a graph in the most efficient way possible to connect systems across a SoS. The classic result is Dijkstra's Algorithm [27] - [29] , which is a breadth-first search algorithm that can quickly find the shortest path between any two nodes in a graph.
As there are perhaps several other graph-theoretical algorithms that can be applied to real-time deployment of SoS, we leave this area as one to be further explored by future research. An area of research that may help in the real-time deployment of missions in a SoS is queueing theory, including priority queueing theory. Here we may find algorithms for the proper treatment of tasks in a SoS deployment, where tasks can be categorized as mission critical, or some lower priority categorization. We can then give preferential treatment to those tasks that must be done for the success of the mission by allowing them priority access to necessary equipment and resources.
VI. GRAPH REPRESENTATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE BUREAUCRACY OF SoSE
A current challenge in SoSE is the designing of interfaces between system nodes in a SoS. This is particularly challenging when different companies/entities/etc. are building various systems that are to eventually be incorporated into a SoS. An interface, does not necessarily mean a physical connecting mechanism between two systems. It could, instead, refer to requirements for multiple systems to operate in the same physical environment, which is to be controlled. Consider, for example, engineered systems that operate in a space environment. System A may require a set of environmental regulations so that the system can function correctly. System B may have a list of similar regulations, not entirely inline with those set out by System A. This could define an interface between these two systems. Both sets of requirements must be met so that the two systems can work in the same space. There exist many additional examples, but the general need is clear. We need a way to insure that all ''interfaces'' between systems within a SoS are mutually acceptable between all entities/systems that share the interface.
Tools such as organizational charts and physical containment charts for a SoS design are intended to inform all participating entities in the design which organizations, groups, etc. are responsible for building specific pieces of the design. We can make use of some of the information within these charts to build a graph that can integrate interface requirements between systems so as to aid designers working on a SoS to engineer mutually beneficial interfaces. One tool that may help with this is a simple partitioned graph, where interfaces may form the vertices of one partition, entities/organizations may form another, and finally specific systems and subsystems within the SoS design may form yet another. Additional partitions of the graph may be formed as required so as to build a data rich infrastructure that can be utilized throughout the design phase to enhance collaborative design, and insure that all requirements are met for all parties interested in specific attributes of interfaces. Edges should then be added to the graph to indicate relationships. For example, entities/organizations should be linked to any subsystems built by them, and any interfaces for which their subsystems have a vested interest. Such a graph can assist in the bureaucracy of SoSE, and may reduce paperwork, etc., by providing a queryable graph database that can answer all kinds of questions based on the nature of the edge relationships [4] , [5] . These graphs are not unlike those suggested by [2] that connect stakeholders to policies to resources and operations in a multi-tiered graph structure. We may also consider hypergraphs as a mechanism for charting the relationships.
For the sake of SoS functionality, Johnson [6] indicated the utility of a goal function tree (GFT) in modeling systems/subsystems in terms of their input state variables, their functionality, and their output state variables. He argues that if we can truly model all subsystems within a system accurately in terms of their state variables, this can help us improve systems engineering, and by extension SoSE. Similar partitioned graphs as mentioned above may also be applicable here for the sake of grouping subsystems that take particular state variables as inputs or outputs. We can thus observe the number of systems requiring specifics in interface design, where the interface is now indicative of what systems do to state variables that in turn affect other systems. Clearly, controls engineering will also play a part in the solution to this problem. One of the benefits of modeling systems this way is to avoid confusion that may arise without such a specific and mathematical basis for the system design. With systems at the design phase of a SoS modeled as vertices in a graph that perform functions on state variables, it becomes incredibly clear what is required, and who is to be involved to bring it about. Neighborhoods of vertices indicate all systems (and hence, their designers) that must be brought into agreement for proper functionality of all individual subsystems in the overall design. Such an approach may also be applicable to fault analysis to insure proper protection against failure of subsystems within a design.
By modeling state variables as a partition of a graph, and systems/subsystems as another partition with relational edge information (functions) in a graph database, GFT structures from several systems may also be combined so as to build one SoS-level GFT. This prevents designers from needing to perform a search through subsystems for common state variables and overlapping constraint ranges. Rather, all of them are simply neighbors of the state variable in the partitioned graph. This same idea may be joined with the methods demonstrated in Section V for the real-time deployment of smart interacting systems within a SoS design. Resources, etc. have the potential to be allocated on the fly using graph algorithms over similar partitioned graph structures.
VII. BIG DATA AND SIMULATIONS
Obviously, much of what is proposed in this paper as a reasonable approach to SoSE design will be based on modeling and simulation. Once models can be produced that mimic real behavior of systems, then big data simulation techniques can be called upon to explore the SoS prior to building anything physically. Many of the graph algorithms presented in this summary provide mechanisms for classifying certain performance characteristics regarding system design, and at times we have provided simple techniques for optimizing designs. However, in extremely large and complex SoS designs, we may have better luck exploring huge spaces of unknown performance using big data simulation techniques such as Hadoop [30] , perhaps in combination with the graph/optimization algorithms already presented so as to classify and compare wide ranges of competing SoS architectures.
Hadoop relies on large amounts of distributed simulation resources, and therefore, will perform better with simulations that are easily made parallel. Certainly the graph structure of a SoS can give a framework for performing these simulations. Exploring solutions to SoS with varying graph-based structures, etc. is likely to be embarrassingly parallel [31] , and hence, is a good fit for distributed simulation techniques. Simulations can also help us understand random performance of systems, and combine tolerances across a SoS so we can understand the repercussions of integrating several systems, all with design tolerances for each state variable in play. If we are simulating models that are stored in graph databases [4] , [5] , then graph algorithms such as those mentioned throughout this paper can be simulated over and over to provide solutions given a variety of design inputs and structures.
As big data analytics and its platforms have been extensively covered in the literature, we view additional information in this space as out of the scope of this paper. We refer interested readers to [32] and its references for an extremely thorough discussion of the various aspects and considerations of big data analytics including platforms, known challenges and solutions, and implementations.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this paper has outlined several applications of graph theory to system of systems engineering. Some of these have already begun to be explored in the literature, while others are novel concepts. Certainly, graph algorithms and graph databases are tools that may be big players in the SoSE space due to their inherent extensibility and their ability to model relationships. After all, relationships between systems is where the crux of the difficultly lies in SoSE. We need better techniques for designing, simulating, and deploying systems and interfaces between systems, and graph theory may be one vehicle that can solve some of these problems. As mentioned throughout this paper, each of the concepts presented can be extended in future work so as to eventually provide a suite of mature algorithms and techniques for modeling, simulating, building, and deploying complex systems of systems.
